I. INTRODUCTION

A. Motivation and Background
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scale reactive or adaptive behavior. Our research suggests that viable options may exist for several core transport network functions to be based on self-organizing approaches. Deployments of such applications for restoration and provisioning are expected around the turn of the century, demonstrating a radically different paradigm for network configuration control. Not only will efficiency gains be made in the adaptation of resources to serve evolving demand patterns, as well as react to failures, but this will be done in a manner that largely avoids the "software mountain" problem of centralized control. The term self-organization refers to a phenomenon in which the low-level application of simple rules or processes results in spontaneous emergent behavior that is not obvious from the low-level rules themselves. For example, the emergence of ripples in sand from the local interaction of wind on sand grains, the emergence of "flyers" in the game of "life," the emergence of biology from the laws of physics, the morphogenesis of an undifferentiated zygotic cell mass into an embryo, and the self-assembly of a virus are examples of self-organizing systems. Ultimately, simple rules or processes applied independently in many elements lead to sophisticated emergent behavior in these systems.
But why would we deliberately adopt a self-organizing approach to engineering functions such as network restoration or traffic adaptation? The design of a self-organizing solution may be more difficult than explicitly programming the required control functions. The payoff, however, is that a self-organizing solution can alleviate the "software mountain" phenomenon of the conventional approach to configuration control, including the compounding effects of telemetry collection, data base integrity, command download, and validation for explicit centralized control of these functions. Moreover, we believe that for some applications, a self-organizing solution can offer cost-performance tradeoffs that simply exceed the possibilities of centralized control in terms of speed, accuracy, robustness, and efficiency of resource use. Network restoration is a strong case in point; centralized control for restoration requires a 0018-9219/97$10.00 © 1997 IEEE redundant physically diverse telemetry network, collection and maintenance of a global data base of network state with real-time integrity, and redundant network control and computation centers. Today's centralized restoration systems are almost a casebook example of the complex and costly "software mountain" problem. And yet, a centralized architecture is unlikely ever to achieve restoration times under two seconds, as required to sustain switched and private line connections through a cable cut [1] . Centralized control also remains fundamentally vulnerable to the issue of data base integrity in a constantly changing network. At the opposite architectural extreme are dedicated protection switching schemes and self-healing rings, which operate in a trip-wire-like predetermined way without centralized control but require considerably more installed capacity than for mesh restoration rerouting. In between these two is the prospect of capturing the best cost-performance features of each through a self-organizing scheme to yield efficient rerouting path sets with essentially the same speed as the dedicated protection schemes. 1 
B. Scope
To permit a reasonable depth of coverage, we focus on self-organization in the transport network. These are the applications with which the author is most familiar and where the literature is fairly well developed. The wider scientific field of self-organizing systems in nature is outside the present mandate. Our focus also is on deliberate engineering design to exploit useful self-organizing effects, as distinct from the scientific understanding only, of selforganizing phenomena. Readers are referred to [2] to access the wider scientific field of artificial life. Self-organizing neural networks are discussed in [3] , and self-organizational effects at the edge of chaos in [4] . In telecommunications specifically, the only other area we are aware of where selforganizational tactics are being pursued is in the frequency management of wireless systems [5] , particularly for largescale multihop radio architectures [6] . Except to note that wireless access may cause significant variation in the demand patterns to which a backbone transport network must adapt (thus also motivating our topic), we do not attempt to bring frequency allocation problems into this paper. At the time of writing, there is also speculation of self-organizing phenomena in the Internet, possibly enhancing its stability [7] . There is also a suspicion of self-organizing packet trains, which may increase the burstiness in asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) cell streams as they propagate in a network [8] . There is little more to report at present on these topics, however, other than these observations themselves. Thus, our mandate is to focus on self-organizational approaches for applications within the transport network and to show how those developments offer one form of alternative to the "software mountain" problem.
C. Outline
Sections II and III give an introduction to the transport networking environment and to the network restoration problem. Section IV develops the concepts and operation of the self-healing network (SHN) protocol, including an overview of studies and results on the technique to date. Section V outlines the operation of a self-planning network that prepares itself for faster real-time restoration through a series of SHN "dress rehearsals." The SHN was initially developed for restoration but it provides a general utility as a process (called scavenging) that interrogates the network and implements paths as requested between any points in the network. Semicentralized applications in provisioning, network audit, and node recovery are enabled by scavenging and are surveyed in Section VI. Section VII is then devoted to the concept of self-organizing traffic adaptation or "self-traffic engineering" (STE). STE is based on a layered use of scavenging and decision policies based on a digital cross-connect system (DCS) in a client-server-type relationship, with the associated traffic sourcing devices (such as a call-level circuit switch). STE achieves self-organizing global coordination of the logical transport configuration to match time-varying network demand patterns. Section VIII summarizes and points out a few areas of continuing research on self-organizing transport network systems.
II. THE TRANSPORT NETWORK ENVIRONMENT
Readers are probably most familiar with the telephonecall-handling aspects of the telecommunications network. This involves the circuit switching of individual connections through a network of trunk groups. Also widespread is a general familiarity with notions of packet switching. Neither of these paradigms extends directly into the networking environment of the broad-band interoffice and intercity transport network. First, individual telephone calls, packet streams, leased lines, ATM trunks, Internet connections, etc. do not make their own way natively over the gigabit fiber systems. Rather, aggregations of all traffic types from site to site are formed by multiplexing these payloads up to a set of standard-rate digital carrier signals of rates such as DS-3, STS-1, STS-3c, and so on. Broad-band integrated services digital network payloads of ATM cells are no exception; they are borne in STS-3c SONET carrier signals.
The important point is that the transport networking environment is a digital carrier signal management layer in between (in a layering sense) the fixed physical transmission facilities and the levels at which individual services such as voice-band connections, leased lines, and data routing occur, as outlined in Fig. 1 . There is a fixed infrastructure of installed transmission facilities. These systems bear whatever set of carrier signals is presented to their inputs. The inputs and outputs from the transmission facilities can be interconnected by DCS's to create a vast number of logical configurations. The transport network is therefore "circuit switched" at the level of whatever standardized multiplex building block rate, such as DS-3 or STS-1, at which the network is managed for transport purposes. Unlike circuit switching for calls, however, the lifetime of connections in the transport network may be from hours to years. And the routing environment is different than routing through networks of trunk groups. First, in making rearrangements within the transport network, there essentially cannot be any blocking because "blocking" in the transport domain means hard outages for all the services that the blocked carrier signal was bearing. Second, routing within the transport network is nonhierarchical and unconstrained in terms of how many "tandem" nodes may be used. The signal paths in the transport network are also generally long-lived enough that the global optimality of the collective routing state of all paths in the network is of practical concern for cost efficiency. There is less global concern about the routing of any one call in the trunking network because each call only commits resources for a few minutes on average, and traffic blocking allows a soft form of degradation in the event of globally inefficient matches of the trunking capacity to the actual demand pattern.
A frequent analogy for the transport network is to the flexible routing of trucks over a fixed system of highways, with customer payloads inside the container trucks. This fits everyday experience but it belies the circuit-like carriersignal nature of the actual transport network. A system of point-to-point pipelines within which rearrangeable tubes are interconnected would be a more exact analogy. From this discussion, however, there are two important properties of the transport network that are relevant to this work.
1) Many logical configurations in the transport network will be functionally indistinguishable by the service layers that use the transport network (this we use for restoration).
2) The same fixed physical transmission systems can be logically reconfigured to serve many different demand patterns (this we use for traffic adaptation).
A. Terminology
We use the following terminology. A link is an individual bidirectional carrier signal between adjacent nodes at the signal management level (e.g., DS-3, STS-1, STS-3c) of the cross connects. For example, a SONET OC-48 fiber system (2.4 Gb/s) may implement 48 STS-1 or 16 STS3c "links." Adjacent nodes are those that are physically connected by one or more parallel transmission facilities. A span is the set of all links in parallel between adjacent nodes, whether borne on the same transmission system or not. Cross connection is the act of making a bidirectional connection through a DCS between links in different spans. Any sequence of spans between two (nonadjacent) nodes is a route. A path is a specific concatenation of links along a route. The logical length of a path is the number of links in series (also called the hop count) along the route of the path. A working link carries live traffic and is part of some working path through the network. A spare link is a link between adjacent nodes that is fully operational but is not in service and is generally not part of any path. Spare links are terminated and kept under self-test at each node at their ends. Spare links are not normally cross connected to any other links until needed for restoration or for provisioning new paths for service growth. The set of all spare links in a network is called the reserve network. A restoration path is a path created out of spare links for restoration of a failed working path.
III. RESTORATION OF THE TRANSPORT NETWORK
Restoration in the event of a facility failure is an important function of the transport network. Our immediate concern is not with physical repair of the damage but with restoration of the end-to-end continuity of the carrier signals that were disrupted by the fault. Depending on the speed of restoration, a range of impacts arises (Fig. 2) . One of the most significant escalations of impact occurs at about two seconds of outage, at which time switched and private line connections in progress are dropped by the circuit switches [1] . Two seconds is therefore widely recognized as one significant real-time target for restoration. Dedicated diverse routed fiber systems and protection switching rings [9] can restore service in 50-150 ms but represent an essentially fixed transport configuration to which the selforganizing methods that follow do not apply.
In span restoration, signal replacement paths are formed between the end nodes of the span failure. The restoration path set is formed flexibly out of the reserve network, using spare links that would also be used by other failures should they arise. Fig. 3 illustrates a simple example of a span restoration path set in the reserve network shown. While being far more capacity efficient than dedicated protection methods [10] - [12] , span restoration is still not as efficient as a process that would be based on end-to-end rerouting for each signal affected by the cut. The latter is called path restoration. At the time of writing, span restoration through wholly self-organizing methods is well developed and validated and serves to illustrate how restoration can 3 . Example of a span restoration path set for span cut (6-7); only the reserve network is shown (adapted from [25] ).
be solved in a self-organizing way. Recently, however, significant progress has been made toward development of a corresponding path-restoration process [13] . The pathrestoration process, however, is strongly based on the same techniques and principles that are used for self-organizing span restoration. We proceed, therefore, to devote the present coverage primarily to span restoration. This is a necessary step to appreciating the issues and techniques involved in the extension to path restoration, which we will touch on in closing this section.
Informally, the task in span restoration is to deploy a set of replacement signal paths between the end nodes of the failed span, which yield the maximum total amount of replacement capacity, while consistent with the finite number of spare links on each span. It is primarily the latter issue, called "capacitation," that makes this a nontrivial routing problem. (Many more classic routing problems for packet data and trunking networks present themselves in an uncapacitated form). There are routes of up to hops in length between any two nodes. But because we must consider the capacitation of spans, only a small subset of possible route combinations is actually feasible, and only one or a few equivalent combinations of routes and flow assignments will support the maximum flow that is feasible without exceeding the capacity of any span in the reserve network. In addition, for restoration, we need to specify discrete link-to-link connection information at every node to assemble the required path set so that each member of the set is coherent end to end as a single circuit-like carrier path. This is different than either call routing through a network of trunk groups or routing in packet networks, which are for most purposes handled as uncapacitated problems. Call blocking or queuing delay performance depend on the collective set of routing choices, but they do so in a continuous response to total load, and each routing decision is usually made individually. With the discrete capacitation of the network, however, one must simultaneously consider all individual routings, as a set, because capacitation makes a vast number of routing combinations infeasible as solutions. In comparison, all routing plans are feasible, whether optimal or not, in uncapacitated problems.
More formally, span restoration is an instance of the integer capacitated single-commodity maximum flow routing problem in a directed symmetric network. Let us consider that the span between nodes with working links, has been cut. The reserve network is ( ) where is the set of nodes (individually denoted by or ), is the set of spans, and is the vector of spare capacities on spans . The primary problem for a restoration rerouting mechanism is to realize the maximum number of feasible paths between any two named nodes within a given reserve network maximize (1) subject to
where is a whole number assignment of flow to span for restoration paths between nodes , excluding the direct (failed) span . All variables are whole numbers. So far, this problem statement defines the flow levels on each span for restoration but does not specify the individual cross connections to create a coherent set of discrete replacement signal paths. In addition, restoration may be subject to a maximum hop or distance limit on the length of restoration paths. These considerations require the additional constraints on the individual path-specifying variables (6) (7) where if restoration path traverses span and zero otherwise, and is a hop limit.
Note that as stated so far, we have not stipulated 100% or any other specific restoration recovery ratio. This is because our requirement for the restoration mechanism is that it be capable of creating the maximum feasible number of paths in whatever reserve network it is given. The actual level of restorability then depends only on the properties of the reserve network design. In the case of a network with a reserve network with suitable spare capacity to support the required restoration level (often 100%), the secondary problem is to configure the required number of paths with a minimum total number of spare links minimize (8) subject to (9) and subject to all other constraints above, where is the length of the span between nodes . Recapping, (2)-(5) define the flow assignments for a max-flow solution within the capacitated graph between nodes . Equations (6) and (7) define discrete continuous paths, end to end from to and further constrain the flow allocations to a limit on path length . This is a general formulation for maximal restoration where there is no particular assurance that the spares are adequate for the desired restoration level (or, later, where the mechanism is used to discover the maximum number of paths currently feasible in an arbitrary network state). When the required number of paths is feasible, then the secondary problem (8) , (9) is to use the minimum resources to realize some required number of paths .
For path-level restoration routing, the problem is extended to a multicommodity flow problem. Each end-to-end demand pair affected represents a commodity. The same objectives and constraints are functionally present, but we represent flow variables specifically for each commodity [i.e., origin-destination (O-D) pair] on each span. For example, becomes the amount of flow on span for restoration of demand pair and all constraints obtain an extra summation to range over all the O-D pairs involved. The corresponding spare capacity design problem to ensure a target restoration level with a minimal reserve network is presented in [14] for span restoration and in [15] for path restoration.
IV. THE SELF-HEALING NETWORK PROTOCOL
We will now work in stages toward explanation of a self-organizing mechanism that closely approximates exact solutions to the primary (i.e., max ) restoration problem above and yields exact solutions for the secondary problem (min link resources), when link delays dominate over nodal delays.
A. Simple Flooding
First, it is worthwhile to appreciate why this problem is not solved by a simple flooding process, as it is sometimes presumed. This will illustrate that the essence of the problem is the self-coordination necessary amongst a collectively developed set of routes and is a useful step toward understanding the SHN protocol. With reference to Fig. 3 , let us consider a simple flooding process that starts at node 6 to discover all routes to node 7, excluding the failed span. In this case, one finds that the flooding process will enumerate 38 distinct routes within five hops. This includes three looping routes that begin to emerge at . If flooding continues, the number of distinct routes grows exponentially with . And yet, may be required for restoration of some real networks. But in comparison to the large number of routes found by flooding, the maximal restoration for span (6), (7) in Fig. 3 uses only six particular routes over which ten discrete paths are assembled. Knowing the 38 routes that exist is of almost no help toward realizing the specific set of ten paths whose formation is collectively coordinated to provide the maximum feasible number of paths.
Consider some of the properties of the path set in Fig. 3 to appreciate how coordinated every path choice is with the rest of the set. For example, if the one path on route 6-2-3-4-7 had instead gone via the shorter route 6-3-4-7, then only nine paths in total would remain feasible. Likewise, if the two paths on route 7-3-6 had instead gone via route 7-3-2-6, then two other paths would have been lost. And, without central control, how does node 4 know to connect one spare link in span 4-7 to a specific link in span 3-4, to connect another to a specific link in 6-4, and to leave the third spare on 4-7 unused?
The point is that the information needed to decide upon the number paths to be created on a certain subset of routes, and the information needed within nodes to connect specific links together in a coordinated path set, is not developed by simple flooding. Readers may be aware of flooding uses in packet networks, but simple flooding in that context is used only for discovering a minimal delay route or for broadcasting topology updates. This is quite different from realizing a feasible and maximum pattern of coherent circuit-like paths.
The preceding considerations give us some insight about restoration as a problem in which a number of discrete, mutually exclusive paths must be simultaneously coordinated in their formation. The sense in which the paths must be coordinated as a group leads us to view the problem as one of pattern formation rather than a routing problem per se. Related to this was a shift also away from the assumption of explicit interprocessor communications for a distributed solution to the problem. Rather, we took the view that each DCS node was a computer embedded in an environment of transport signals that are spatially distributed around itself in the ports that terminate carrier signals. Nodal processors can therefore influence each other without direct interprocessor data communications. This is the idea of collective asynchronous interaction of nodes as a system, propagated by statelets 2 on the links in which nodes are embedded.
B. Distributed Interaction Through Statelets
The nodes of a self-healing network interact solely through statelets on the links between them. A statelet is not an interprocessor message in the usual sense-rather, it is an attribute of a transmission link. It is invisible to traffic on the link but is physically inseparable from the transmission signal itself. Statelets comprise fixed information fields carried in the overhead channels within each transmission link. The fields of a statelet are specific to the application, as opposed to being general-purpose interprocessor communication links. A statelet is not addressed to a destination, as a message is; it arrives at whatever node and in whichever port to which the transport signal is connected. Similarly, a node applying a statelet on a link does not explicitly know who will be influenced by its direct or indirect effects.
The self-healing task within a node sees the outside world only through the statelets appearing locally on the links at its boundary in space. Nodes are effectively isolated and act (for the self-organizing application) solely as specialized processors of statelets. Self-healing occurs as the networklevel side effect of the apparently isolated actions of each node following a set of rules for reaction to and creation of statelets. The action of nodes, particularly of the tandem nodes (to follow), appears more like the conduct of a card game than an explicit algorithmic attack on the restoration problem at hand. This game is defined by rules for operation on statelets and by a goal of seeking certain combinations of statelets amongst the families of statelets that will be present.
In this approach, the SHN protocol effectively executes within a memory space that is comprised solely of the array of incoming and outgoing port-card statelet registers. Nodes are directly coupled in a shared-memory sense. When a node creates or changes a statelet, the memory state within the adjacent node is directly updated. Protocol execution at one node therefore automatically updates the memory within which adjacent nodes are concurrently executing. This couples all nodes dynamically within a sea of changing statelets rather than through interprocessor data links. It removes the real-time burden and uncertain delays of interprocessor messaging and protocol stacks that would otherwise be required for error recovery, message ordering, and queuing if conventional data packet messaging between nodes was used. Fig. 4 illustrates this logical model of nodes connected through this form of external shared memory. Physically, these are the links of the network itself with partial state information in their statelets. The spatial position of links on which various statelets exist inherently encodes topological information relevant to the process.
C. Description of the SHN Protocol
To describe the SHN protocol, we proceed by means of a successive refinement of the details and interrelationships involved. We start at a high level, make necessary allusions to other parts of the protocol in describing some parts, and through successive development of the details complete the description and linking of the conceptual parts.
The SHN protocol is an event-driven finite state machine (FSM) with three main states: sender, chooser, and tandem. The sender initiates the process through multiindex forward flooding and later exploits the paths formed to restore traffic. The chooser responds to the first appearances of forward-flooding indexes and initiates the reverse-linking process that creates paths out of the forward-flooding index trees rooted back at the sender. The chooser also receives live traffic when substituted by the sender and performs its corresponding function in the traffic substitution phase. Sender and chooser nodes are adjacent to the fault. To- gether, they may be referred to as the "custodial" nodes. Other nodes, if invoked, follow the tandem node rules, which mediate the competition amongst forward-flooding index trees and collapse successful indexes when reverse linking occurs. The key to the self-organizing patternforming effect is the rules in the tandem node. Each of these state processes is revisited in detail below. All SHN processing can be described in terms of two basic event types that drive the FSM: a change in an incoming statelet [called a receive statelet (RS) event] and alarm events.
The basic SHN statelet contains the following fields (other fields are introduced later to permit a suite of related applications of the same basic path-organizing protocol within a network).
1) Node-pair label:
This tags every statelet with the failure event (or, later, the provisioning node pair) to which they pertain. For span restoration, the fault label is the two names of the custodial nodes. This label is a primary basis for concurrently handling multiple faults. Each custodial node places itself first in this field when it emits a statelet. From this order, tandem nodes can tell a forward-flooding statelet from a reverse-linking statelet.
2) Repeat count: Every tandem node increments the hop count on statelets emitted by it in response to an incoming statelet. A hop limit sets the greatest logical distance from the sender that statelets may propagate, and hence limits the restoration path length. Any message arriving at a chooser or tandem node with a hop count equal to (or greater than) the repeat limit (RL) is ignored. The RL can be constant over a whole network or can be set differently in regions of a network by setting the sender initial repeat value (IRV) on a node-by-node basis. If an IRV is negative, greater range is effected.
3) Node identification (NID):
In any statelet emitted by a node, that node's name is included so that adjacent nodes have a record of the logical span on which the statelet arrived and so that link-to-span associations are always apparent from external data, not requiring stored data in the DCS. Node names are not appended to a list but simply overwritten into the dedicated NID field.
4) Index:
A unique index number is assigned to each statelet emitted by the sender. The indexing runs sequentially over all statelets in all spans at the sender. Every statelet subsequently created by a tandem or chooser node bears the same index value as the incoming statelet to which it has a causal relationship (called the precursor relationship, below). The sender's initial flooding pattern is detailed below.
The overall operation of the SHN protocol can now be described in terms of the following logical functions: 1) activation, 2) sender-chooser arbitration, 3) forward flooding, 4) reverse linking, and 5) traffic substitution. In practice, 3)-5) occur in a highly concurrent asynchronous manner, interacting with each other over the network as a whole. Only for simplicity do we describe these processes as if they were separate phases. Later, a single picture of the overall dynamics of operation is given. 1) Activation: Before a failure, each node applies a null statelet to all working and spare links leaving its site. The null statelet contains one nonnull field, the node's name, in the NID field. This allows the SHN in each adjacent node to identify all links in the same logical span without requiring or maintaining nodal data tables. Changes in the span composition before a failure are thus self-updating. In the case of a single span failure, the SHN task is initially in the normal state and is invoked by the host DCS node at each end of the cut span when it registers the alarm state. Activation in multiple failure cases is discussed in [18] and [19] ; randomly dispersed individual fiber break times on the same cable are discussed in [20] .
2) Sender-Chooser Arbitration: The SHN task in each custodial node reads the NID in the last valid statelets received in the failure-affected DCS ports, thereby learning the identity of the node(s) to which connectivity has been lost. Each custodial node then performs an ordinal-rank test on the remote node name (NID), relative to its own NID, to determine whether to act as sender or chooser. The outcome of the test is arbitrary but it guarantees that one node will adopt the sender role and the other will become the chooser. Any arbitration scheme using only locally available information may be used for this step. 3 3) Sender Flooding: Immediately after role arbitration, the sender applies an active statelet with a unique index number to each (unfailed) available spare link at its site, up to a maximum of ( ) links in each span, where is the number of working links on the failure span and is the number of spare links on the th nonfailed span at the sender. In the event of a partial span failure, a surviving spare on the direct span can be included. An example is shown in Fig. 5 .
The senders' initiating statelets propagate and soon appear as RS events in the ports at adjacent DCS nodes, invoking the SHN task in those nodes into the tandem 3 While this is a functionally adequate sender-chooser arbitration rule, a practical improvement is for the two nodes also to compare their total number of surviving spare links. The site with fewer spares becomes the sender. A tie is broken by name arbitration as above. This minimizes the primary flooding statelet volume. Since "k" can never be higher than the least number of spares at either custodial node, this has no adverse effect on the restoration level, but it can reduce the statelet processing volumes over the network as a whole.
state. At this stage, the tandem node rules effect a selective rebroadcast of incoming statelets on spare links at that node location. Each statelet that is rebroadcast by a tandem node repeats the fault label and index fields unchanged. The repeat count is incremented relative to the corresponding incoming statelet, and the node overwrites the NID field with its node name. The rules for the tandem node role are given separate attention below. Eventually, one or more of the forward-flooding statelets arrives at the chooser node (otherwise, the topology is fundamentally unrestorable), and this triggers a reverse-linking sequence.
4) Reverse Linking: When the first statelet on a given index arrives at the chooser, the chooser initiates a reverselinking process, which then traces back through a sequence of tandem nodes to the sender. The path traced back follows the sequence of precursor relationships defined at each node for that index during forward flooding, and the process collapses the family of statelets for that index onto one path between sender and chooser. To initiate reverse linking, the chooser applies a complementary statelet on the transmit side of the port that has received the first statelet bearing a specific index. The chooser emits no other statelets and only reacts to the first arrival of a statelet on each index. When the reverse-linking statelet arrives at a tandem node, the tandem-state SHN protocol propagates the reverselinking statelet in the direction of the precursor for that index, suspends all other statelets leaving the node with that index, and revises the multiindex flooding pattern, as detailed below. The tandem node also makes or requests a local cross connection between the ports through which the reverse-linking process travelled. Propagating the reverselinking statelet, however, does not await completion of the cross connection. The only statelets that remain in the network for a reverse-linked index trace the path and act as a bidirectional holding thread for the particular path. If either sender or chooser cancels its holding statelet at a later time, the path is released end to end.
A considerable number of other details, such as handling unidirectional or partial span failures, traffic mapping and substitution phases, mixed signal types, etc., are covered in more depth in sources such as [21] - [25] . These are issues for engineering implementation of a restoration application based on the SHN, but they are not essential to our present emphasis on the self-organizational aspects of the process.
5) Tandem Node Rules: Two promised definitions can now be made and are needed for describing the tandem node.
1) Precursor:
For each unique index value present amongst the statelets incoming to a node, the port with the lowest repeat count for that index is the precursor for that index. If more than one statelet has the same lowest repeat count for that index, the precursor will be the one that permits the greatest satisfaction of the target broadcast pattern (to follow).
If both criteria are equally satisfied, the lowest numbered port will (arbitrarily) be the precursor.
The precursor for an index family is always the root of the broadcast pattern for that index within the node.
2) Complement: A complement condition exists in a port when a forward-flooding statelet is matched by a reverse-linking statelet having the same index, the same fault label, and valid repeat counts. Now, the tandem node rules can be specified. Any implementation that is equivalent in its local result to applying the following processes is the intent. The following explanation of the logic applied by the tandem node is intended only to convey a specification of the functional behavior of the tandem node, but it need not be implemented in the same way that it is explained here. 1) Keep a list of ports where precursor statelets are presently found. Order this list first by increasing the repeat count and secondarily (i.e., amongst equal repeat count groups) by increasing number of the port where they appear. (The secondary ordering is arbitrary but makes the detailed construction of the path set that results exactly repeatable for the same failure scenario.)
2) Any time a new incoming statelet appears (or changes), determine if the new statelet is a better precursor for its index according to the definition above. If so, remove the old precursor from the list in 1) and insert the new precursor for that index in its properly sorted position.
3) Always try to provide each precursor with one rebroadcast statelet in each span other than the span in which the precursor lies. This is called the target rebroadcast pattern. The ability to provide the target rebroadcast pattern is only assured for the first statelet to arrive at a tandem node. 3a) When it is not simultaneously possible for all precursors to obtain one instance of a statelet on its index in each other span, the rule is to always effect a composite rebroadcast pattern that is equivalent to the following. Working in order from lowest to highest repeat count in the precursor list, assert the target broadcast pattern as fully as possible for that precursor without taking over any already occupied links.
In practical implementation of this rule, it is preferable not to actually remove and reapply statelets or to wind up moving statelets from one link to another within the same span each time this rule is asserted. Although the result may be logically equivalent, the point is to avoid generating necessary statelet disappearance and reappearance events at the adjacent nodes. In practice, this function is implemented in a manner where any new precursor is slotted directly into its place in the composite broadcast pattern, bumping the outgoing statelets from other precursors, as implied in the result of 3a), but without actually interrupting or moving unaffected statelets within their spans. Examples follow.
A reverse-linking event at a tandem node is detected when a complement state arises in a port as the result of a new incoming statelet in that port. In this case, 4) follows.
4) The complement-forming statelet is copied to the outgoing side of the port where the precursor of the corresponding forward-flooding statelet is located. This creates a complement condition in that port as well, thus propagating the complement condition. The tandem node also sets the status of both ports to "working" (or "in use for restoration") and internally commands a cross connection between the two complement ports. In later scavenging applications of SHN, the cross connection may be simply reserved or recorded for later reference.
5) All other outgoing statelets having the same index at the node (but which are not part of the two complement pairs) are cancelled. Local overall consistency amongst all precursors with regard to rule 3a) is then reasserted. This exploits the collapse of the index tree for the reverse-linked index to benefit other indexes that may still be vying for the target rebroadcast at this node.
6) Once reverse linked, any subsequent appearance of a statelet bearing the reverse-linked index is ignored at this node.
The result of rules 3) and 3a) is that every index present at the node is either fully satisfied or is satisfied to the greatest extent possible consistent with the overall rank of its precursor in terms of the incoming repeat count at the node and the spatial relationship between spans in which it and other precursors lie. An example application of rule 3) is shown in Fig. 6 . There are four spans and five indexes in the example; their precursors are shown in Fig. 6 (a). There may be other receive statelets present for one or more of these indexes but the tandem node only considers one best precursor for each index present. In Fig. 6 (a), the five precursors are on the incoming links marked with arrows, and the respective repeat counts are denoted by "
." For reference, let the spans be numbered 1-4 clockwise from the top right. The transmit side of a port where a precursor is found for one index may be used in the broadcast pattern for another index. The composite rebroadcast pattern for each of these indexes, when all are present together, is shown individually in Fig. 6 Fig. 6 (g). The composite patterns are complex but the rules for their determination are simple. Note that notwithstanding the precedence of lower repeat count, rule 3) can permit a greater degree of rebroadcast for a precursor with a higher repeat count than another because the precursors do not all share the same spatial relationship to the spans on which they seek rebroadcast.
The interaction between nodes resulting from rule 3), combined with the link-releasing effects of rule 5), results in the following frequent low-level effects at nodes during self-healing.
a) The precursor location for an index shifts: This happens if a lower repeat count appears in another port for an existing index or a shift between equivalent repeat count precursors allows increased rebroadcast in the current situation. In this case, the broadcast pattern for that index is rerooted onto the new precursor port and the composite rebroadcast pattern is adjusted for consistency with rules 3) and 3a) above. An example of this is shown in Fig. 7 . b) A new index appears at the node: In this case, the composite broadcast pattern is adjusted for consistency with the above rules, fitting the new index into the composite pattern on the basis of its repeat count and rooting its individual pattern on the single received instance of this index as its precursor. An example of this is shown in Fig. 8 , where a new index T arrives in span three and displaces parts of the individual patterns for indexes P and Q. c) A precursor disappears: In this case, if there are one or more other incoming statelets for the index of the precursor that disappeared, the rules will adopt the best of its kind as the new precursor. The broadcast pattern will be rerooted to the new precursor, and the rebroadcast of that index will be revised in light of its new precursor location and integrated into the composite pattern consistent with the rules above. If there are no other statelets present on that index, all outgoing statelets for that index are removed, and the composite pattern is revised to exploit any free outgoing links to the benefit of any nonsatisfied indexes. corresponding precursor and collapsing the rest of the broadcast pattern from that precursor. Fig. 9 (b) illustrates this step for index A of the case used in Figs. 6 and 8. The composite pattern rules are reapplied to integrate any new free links into the pattern for the benefit of one or more indexes not previously enjoying a full target pattern of rebroadcast at the node. In Fig. 9 , the reverse-linking event for index A releases two outgoing links. Reapplication of rules 3) and 3a) integrates the free links into the forward-flooding patterns for indexes Z and P. Note that index P also loses part of its broadcast pattern because the reverse-linked link in span two is no longer available to the tandem node process.
D. The Emergent Behavior
An overall view of how rules 1)-6) self-organize a restoration path set is as follows. Each index family initially expands from the sender, building a tree of precursor relationships through those nodes at which it is able to obtain rebroadcast under the tandem rules. As soon as any index reaches the chooser, its flooding pattern begins collapsing through reverse linking onto a single path that retraces the precursor sequence for that index. This occurs even as the precursors at nodes are still dynamically updating. Freed links arising from reverse linking are incorporated into a revised broadcast pattern, expanding unsatisfied index families. If/when these still-expanding index trees also reach the chooser, they too collapse under reverse linking onto a single path, thereby releasing links for other indexes, and so on. The emergent behavior is a rapid selfpaced multilateral expansion of index trees in contention with others, punctuated by reverse-linking collapse of some index trees and further expansion of other index trees as a result. Without reverse linking, the process would quickly result in a stable set of capacitated spanning trees rooted at ports on the sender node. But collapse of one index advances other index trees; which in turn expand, succeed, and then also collapse, etc. This occurs asynchronously over the network as a whole limited only by nodal processing delays and link transfer times. The behavior is neither serial nor wholly parallel in operation: it exploits the parallelism of the network to the extent possible while and where the tandem rules encounter no resource contention in forward flooding. Where contention arises, resources are allocated to always augment the shortest tree progressing from each incoming direction at the tandem nodes. This may temporarily block one index tree in certain network regions while the same tree grows in others. The whole process will halt if 100% restoration is achieved because the sender then suspends any surplus noncomplemented statelets. If 100% restoration is not possible, the process also stops evolving when no further reverse-linking events occur at the chooser. In this case, a sender time-out suspends uncomplemented statelets, evaporating statelet trees that were not reverse linked.
In either case, the final state of the reserve network is one in which only complementary statelet pairs persist, each serving as the holding thread running the full length of one restoration path. The spare links used now have working-link status (i.e., the postrestoration network state is immediately up to date should a subsequent cut arise) and all SHN task instances are returned to the normal state.
In a full network implementation, each node that has participated in the event notifies the network operations center (NOC), by conventional telemetry means, that it has an after-action report ready to send. The NOC collects the after-action reports and integrates them into a global display of the network, the fault, and the recovery pattern that has been deployed within the reserve network. At this stage, the NOC regains all of its ordinary options and authority. There has been only a momentary loss of centralized authority to protect traffic and deploy a restoration response before the NOC could have even begun to react. The network also acts autonomously only within the reserve network. Reversion after physical repair can be handled conventionally by NOC-to-DCS commands or automated by telling either the sender or chooser to let go of the holding statelets. Information developed during the event in the sender and chooser nodes remains regarding to which ports to switch the affected traffic back [25] .
E. Implementation and Performance
The implementation and performance of this process has been fairly extensively studied [21] - [30] . First, in assessing performance, it is interesting to look at the path sets that the process forms; some examples are shown in Fig. 10 . Fig. 10 includes a few cases where the total length of the path set is slightly longer than the minimum, although no paths are lost. These are the cases denoted 1, 2 to indicate the excess length in hops of the complete path set relative to the theoretic minimum. These cases illustrate the path leakage effect if nodal delays are significant relative to link delays. In this extreme, large nodes (with many statelet events to process) can effectively look like slow nodes, permitting the forward-flooding process to develop more rapidly through surrounding smaller but more distant nodes before it builds its precursor association and rebroadcast pattern through the large node. This is purely a differential-delay effect in which event-sequence delays depart from distance-related propagation delays. Network boundaries always contain this effect, however, so that even with excess path lengths, the number of paths (which is the most important criterion) does not suffer [22] .
This effect also disappears, and the example cases shown then also match the ideal solutions, as the ratio of link transfer delays to the variance in nodal processing delay times exceeds a factor of ten or so. 4 This can be assured in practice by using a suitably fast processor and port-toprocessor internal communication, deliberately building out the link delays so as to dominate nodal delays, or building out all statelet event-processing times to a constant delay.
In no test case to date (in over 15 test networks derived from the real world), however, has the SHN process failed to find the maximum feasible number of paths in the given reserve network. While the total path-length efficiency depends on the node-to-link relative delays, as discussed, the restoration path number has always been 100% of what is feasible under a centralized -shortest paths algorithm. Theoretical considerations in [22] and [31] show that, at worst, the mechanism may yield a path set that is equivalent to that found from taking the shortest path, the second shortest link-disjoint path, and so on [i.e., theshortest link-disjoint paths (ksp's)]. Related experimental and theoretical work in [31] shows that this worst case criterion is still equivalent to capacitated integer maximum flow in well over 99% of the span cuts in typical transport network models. In practice, this means that it is straightforward to design a reserve network that guarantees 100% span restorability with this mechanism [15] , [32] - [35] by modeling it-worst case-as if it were equivalent to a centralized ksp algorithm. Its actual performance falls somewhere between ksp-like behavior and pure maximum flow [31] . With these characteristics, 100% restorability against any single span cut is typically achieved with a reserve capacity of 50-80% of the working capacity, depending on network topology. A higher average nodal degree in a network favors lower redundancy, as does a lower variance in the amount of working traffic routed over each span [11] , [15] , [32] - [36] .
While the path-set properties are the functional outcome of the rules that define the protocol, the speed of operation is more implementation dependent. There are enough independent implementation and simulation studies to date, however, several unpublished, to confirm that this process and close variants of it [17] can be implemented to effect complete restoration of real networks in less than two seconds. A sample result from experiments involving the concurrent execution of the SHN in every node of various study networks is shown in Fig. 11 . The data are based on a total of 125 span-cut experiments summarized in terms of a histogram of complete restoration times in Fig. 11 . These experiments used conservative engineering assumptions throughout: a repeat limit of eight hops, a statelet transfer rate of 8 kb/s, a link propagation rate of 5 s/km, and nodal delays based on measured protocol execution times on a Sun 3/60 workstation. The times shown are the times at which reverse linking all the way back to the sender has been completed for each individual restoration path. Cross-connect closure times have to follow, and this introduces a very implementationdependent effect of final restoration times. Historically, up to one second was allowed for cross-point operating times for remote provisioning applications. There is no technical reason, however, for cross-connect operations, decided in an emergency context within the DCS node itself, to take more than 10 or 20 ms [25] , [52] . It should be appreciated as well that the cross-connection requests left at nodes in the wake of the SHN process are dispatched nearly in parallel across the nodes involved, not in series along each path.
In implementing the SHN, it is important to keep the selforganizing system-view in mind. For instance, a common engineering assumption is that every statelet change event has to be queued like a message until processed by the SHN task on the host CPU. This is a normal engineering approach for any conventional data communication link application. But because the SHN protocol action is always defined by the current state of links surrounding the node, not by messaging histories, statelet change events in a port need not be queued. It is only the current state of the link, when the SHN task considers it, that matters to the network-wide evolution of the node state and the networklevel self-organizing result. Therefore, no receive message buffering is needed: a new statelet overwrites, rather than follows, any previous statelet. This is important in practical terms because if each change in a statelet is handled as if it was a conventional interprocessor "message," then this form of distributed interaction would indeed generate high processing loads. It is important, therefore, to see that each change in a statelet is not a message to be processed in the usual sense.
For an effective implementation on a DCS, it is also important to ensure fast internal relay of port-card statelet data to/from the SHN protocol and to implement the SHN as a small event-driven finite-state machine for the processing of statelet events in port cards. With fast processor-to-portcard communication, the SHN implementation need not maintain a local memory copy of the statelets in each port. Rather, the idea is to let the statelet registers of the ports themselves be the memory space that the SHN reads and writes. The nearest design style is to think of the SHN as just a fast interrupt handler for a certain class of port-card interrupts (i.e., statelet changes or alarm onsets).
Another normal engineering concern is about link errors hitting statelets. Statelet-driven interaction can, however, be made almost arbitrarily robust to errors without requiring any packet-style retransmission protocol. Simple triplication testing can be used where each apparently changed statelet is examined in the port-card hardware three times before accepting the changed statelet information. This alone is a very effective measure for the environment of fiber transmission systems where a bit error rate of 10 is considered an alarm level. But a checksum can also be embedded in the statelet to validate it further. The combination of including a checksum in each statelet and subjecting statelets to triplication testing in the receiving port virtually eliminates false statelet events. With a 64-b statelet triplication, it still only requires 3 ms to transmit a statelet over a 64-kb/s statelet overhead channel. In fact, as mentioned, the process performs most efficiently when link delays dominate nodal event-handling delays. Receiver persistence testing is, therefore, a natural way to ensure this property while also rejecting any errored statelets.
Moreover, from first principles and from testing done on the SHN, we also know that even if statelet errors are deliberately injected during the dynamic phase of the protocol (other than a perfectly timed false reverse-linking event), the effect is only a transient local diversion from the evolution of the same final nodal state. As soon as the unerrored statelet contents are seen, the nodal rules are reapplied, redirecting the node to the state that would have pertained without the error. At most, a degradation in the overall length efficiency of the restoration path set may result if the upset in relative nodal timings is significant from the error event, but the number of paths obtained does not suffer. The system as a whole cannot avoid convergence ultimately to a single stable set of statelets for which there is global consistency of the rules for relationships amongst statelets. Thus, an error during the dynamic phase (assuming triplication and checksums were not used) only perturbs the trajectory of a node in arriving at its part of the globally self-consistent final state.
These considerations about the speed, parallelism, and robustness of statelet-style interaction have also found support in industry studies of the signaling issues for distributed restoration. In [16] , [17] , and [51] , it is con-cluded that SONET data communication channel (DCC) messaging channel delays alone would defeat the twosecond objective. The proposed state-based approach to collective interaction is therefore considered essential for achieving split-second mesh restoration speeds.
Let us now relate the properties of this process back to the theme of avoiding the "software mountain." First, there is today no doubt remaining within industry that this process can be engineered into the DCS machines currently under development so as to occur in less than two seconds for foreseeable network sizes. A technique called bundling may be used if needed to limit the processor event workloads if the number of links (i.e., in the depth of spans) is high enough that processing statelets on every one individually is an excessive processing load [25, pp. 404-406] . However, there is no speed dependence on the total number of nodes (i.e., in the breadth of the network). If ten nodes work together within the hop limit available to restore a failed span in their midst, it does not matter if this was a ten-node network or a 1000-node network in total extent. Furthermore, in the limit when link delays strongly dominate nodal delays, the time for complete organization of the path set is independent of the number of paths formed on each route [22] . In other words, the protocol inherently realizes all paths on a given route in the solution at the same time, in parallel. Rather than the total number of nodes and links of the network, it is the topology of the network relative to the failed span and the relative spare capacities of spans that determines the overall speed. The worst theoretical case requires a rather contrived topology and relative sparing relationships on all spans such that a complete cascade of path lengths arises in the solution and where each path realization has to wait for the collapse of all prior index trees. In this case, the protocol has a theoretical time complexity, arising from the tandem node, of ( ), where is the number of nodes [22] .
Second, implementations of this protocol are tiny as software projects go. Our two implementations to date have required less than 1000 lines of code and in one case compiled into 20 kB of object code. The source code is also highly structured because the event-driven behavior is implemented as a finite state machine in a "case statement" format, i.e., if event and current state , then do action block ( ). Conventional software and telemetry applications are still needed for after-action report collection, integration of the recovery picture at the NOC, later control of reversion, etc., but none of these functions is required to operate in real time. The SHN therefore does not eliminate conventional software. But because it handles the real-time challenges and the highly "data base"-dependent action of restoration rerouting autonomously, the design of software, data bases, and telemetry for centralized control and oversight are made simpler and less critical.
F. Other Distributed Restoration Algorithms (DRA's)
Other DRA's have been reported since the SHN was first proposed. A primary motivation of these DRA's is to reduce the number of "messages" to be processed by nodes, relative to the SHN style of processing statelets. They reuse the basic aspects of sender, chooser, and tandem nodes but rely on different means for solving the capacitated path-set construction problem. The simplest means of developing a capacity-consistent path set is to iterate simple flooding, taking the spare capacity only on one route at a time. Other delays and processor speeds being equal, however, such iteration inevitably implies greater real time for restoration than a process that obtains the entire path set in one iteration. "Fitness" [37] uses pure flooding to find one route per iteration but modifies the chooser logic to incorporate a wait interval after which the single route with the largest single module of STS-n capacity is reverse linked. This requires iteration of the basic flooding process to build up the restoration path set and is dependent on satisfactory tuning of the wait interval to accumulate the required restoration capacity within the two-second deadline. Komine's [38] DRA proposal is essentially the SHN sender and chooser functions but with simple message-style tandem flooding for one path per iteration. The tandem node rules are a pure message rebroadcast. Komine also has described a multidestination chooser concept that is a form of progression toward path restoration but requires separate instantiation of the sender, chooser, and tandem functions for each direction of signal flow. As a result, a bidirectional carrier signal may have split routing after restoration. Like the SHN, the method in [11] and [36] aims to require only one iteration to deploy a complete path set. It approaches the problem through a simple message flooding phase, which appends accumulated route and minimum capacity information in each message. The chooser receives these route lists and associated routecapacity values. The topological interdependence amongst routes is not explicit to the chooser at this point, however, because the apparent route capacities may involve multiple countings of the same capacity on spans that are common to several routes. Therefore, a backward propagating series of reservation and positive or negative acknowledgments sorts out a capacitated resolution amongst the routes the chooser has requested. The process is not guaranteed to yield the maximal restoration capacity in a generalized reserve network. Rather, it is based on tight coupling of the reserve network capacity design with the routing characteristics of the DRA in mind for correct performance [11] .
V. SELF-PLANNING FOR NETWORK RESTORATION
Before moving from restoration to the second theme of traffic adaptation, an interesting architectural variation, driven by speed limitations in existing DCS systems, is the idea of a continuously self-planning network. The practical difficulty that motivates this is that existing DCS's may have high internal communications delay between port cards and the master CPU, which jeopardizes the twosecond objective. The problem, therefore, is how to do "fast" restoration on "slow" cross-connect systems. One approach is to effect a kind of self-organization in which cross-connection preplans are developed locally in every node without any centralized data base or computational functions [25, pp. 388-391] . The scheme works as follows.
1) The SHN protocol is executed sequentially in a background mode for each possible span failure in the network. This is a dress rehearsal in which no cross connections are made.
2) Each node records the cross connections that it would have made for each trial run in which it participated and records the corresponding custodial-node name pair that identifies the failure. This results in a table of instructions at each node, giving that node's portion only of the restoration response to each respective span cut of the network.
3) When a span failure really occurs, either (or both) of the custodial nodes emits a single alerting statelet containing the custodial name pair ( ) and an indication that "this is not a drill!" Alerting can be accomplished either by an activation loop established through all DCS nodes or by dissemination of the alert through simple flooding, which requires only one statelet-processing event in each tandem node.
4) Any alerted node that has nonnull actions recorded in
its table for restoration of span ( ) immediately makes the internal cross connections between the spare ports that are listed in its table for event ( ) and changes the local status of the links used from spare to "in use."
The fastest method to alert all nodes is with an activation loop, created by concatenation of existing spare links in an arrangement that visits all nodes. A loop ensures that the span cut cannot isolate any nodes from the altering path. In the case of two cuts on the activation loop (or in any case where the preplaced instructions do not yield 100% restoration), the SHN can then be triggered in real time as a follow up. Instead of an activation loop, simple flooding can alternatively be used, in which case all nodes are still alerted to deploy their last stored self-planning results more quickly than they could have been by collectively executing the SHN.
This scheme was first devised as a means to get around the practical problem of implementing the SHN on a DCS that required up to 100 ms for any internal event transfer between port card and processor. Even with this high delay, nodes up to eight hops from the sender can be alerted in about 1.6 s, link propagation delays being negligible relative to this internal DCS delay. Of course, both nodes adjacent to the fault may actually do the activation flooding, reducing this time somewhat.
This scheme makes a practical compromise to address short-run implementation problems but it still has considerable advantages over centralized preplanning, since the data base remains the network itself and there are no centralized computational or downloading burdens at or before restoration time. The NOC has only to command (or preschedule) the cycle of background trial runs that continually update the distributed preplan (DPP). The NOC may alternately command updates selectively for spans within the neighborhood of locations where network changes occur.
One drawback is that there becomes a finite "window of vulnerability" between the time when provisioning for network growth or other rearrangements occurs and when the relevant updates to the DPP are effected. If one assumes a rotation schedule that provides regular ten-second slots for each span to run a self-healing dress rehearsal, then a 100-span network would have its DPP regenerated every 16.7 min. Thus, for up to 17 min, say, a new service path may operate without being incorporated into the network restoration plan. In any scheme like this, however, a complete implementation strategy would be to also run the SHN immediately following deployment of the DPP, in the event that restoration is incomplete.
Note that in addition, the constant series of background restoration trials gives useful side information for network management about the adequacy or overabundance of spare capacity relative to growth and rearrangements that have actually occurred. Although the DPP scheme was developed to address a short-term implementation problem, the concept seems to have an inherent speed advantage for the deployment phase of restoration. As long as the preplanning latency window is acceptable, this self-planning architecture opens up the possibility that a fast cross-connection DCS using DPP and an STS-speed activation loop could rival a self-healing ring [54] in terms of restoration speed while retaining the capacity-efficient path sets of mesh-restorable networks.
VI. APPLICATIONS OF CAPACITY SCAVENGING
While network restoration was the primary motivator for the SHN, it is quickly apparent that the basic mechanism can be adapted to more general applications involving pathset formation between any two nodes of a network, not just between the end nodes of a failed span. We refer to this as "capacity scavenging" because it provides a basic facility, embedded within a network, to scour itself and either implement or report on feasible paths between two named points of the network. Some straightforward applications for scavenging are now outlined. This is a stepping stone to the second main topic of the paper, selforganized adaptation to shifting demand patterns.
The same instance of the SHN protocol that may be embedded in a node for restoration can be reused to support less urgent applications, such as those that follow here. Because the SHN is coded as a reentrant (or "pure code") task, it can be multitasked by the DCS operating system (OS) to support several ancillary applications, while restoration remains the top priority. To support this multitasking, statelets can bear extra fields indicating the specific application (e.g., scavenging or self-healing) and mode of use (e.g., in scavenging, with cross-connection authority or in hold-and-report mode). The following describes these options further. More on scavenging can be found in [19] , [22] , [41] , and [49] .
A. Network-Assisted Provisioning Application
Scavenging is used here as a utility for determining path feasibility and routing options for an interactive or automated "broad-band dial-up" service provisioning system. A customer may request, for example, an STS-3c path on demand. Alternately, the network operators' own provisioning needs may be the input. In either case, the idea is to use scavenging to find and provision the new service path using the network as its own data base rather than maintaining a data base of network configuration and downloading the commands to each node en route for path provisioning. The NOC sends a scavenging setup message to either the origin or destination nodes of the new path(s). This tells that node to act as a scavenging sender. The destination node, upon receiving the first scavenging-mode statelet with its name in the chooser field, is automatically recruited to act as a chooser. The SHN protocol then develops the maximal feasible path set between the O-D nodes in the given network state or finds just the number of shortest path options requested. The scavenging-mode indication in the statelets involved tells participating nodes only to identify and hold the prospective ports in reserve. The links involved are marked and reserved by the presence of the reverse-linked scavenging statelet pairs. Thus, in a second or so, the sender has the information for support of the provisioning decision process. Depending on the operators' desire, the sender may then only report the pathfeasibility data to the NOC or go ahead on its own and activate one or more of the paths found. A full report to the NOC contains the number and length of all the paths that were found in scavenging mode. If detailed visualization of the set of paths is desired at the NOC, either the scavenging statelets can be extended to accumulate route information in reverse linking (so the sender learns the routing detail, not just the hop length of each path) or the NOC can call for the "after-action" reports from nodes that were involved in the scavenging event. The latter can be done with a simple broadcast to all nodes; only those recognizing that they just participated in scavenging on the named O-D pair will forward the requested cross-connection report.
An automated or manual process at the NOC can consider this information and either refuse the provisioning request or select one or more paths to provision. Provisioning the selected path is completed by the NOC's telling the sender which path to commission. The sender asserts the crossconnection authority indication in the holding statelet in the respective port at its site and resets the statelets on all other ports. This releases the links of unneeded path options to the reserve network and makes the cross connections for the selected path en route. It also sets the status of links in the new path to "working."
The new path implicitly has been tested by side information that is observable to scavenging nodes in the process of the path formation. The statelets, bearing a checksum field and being continually repeated, provide a hardwarelevel integrity assessment of the transmission quality. Errors can be noted and reported to the host node OS or passed through to the sender in the reverse-linking statelet, possibly disqualifying the path. There is also an inherent validation of the end-to-end logical connectivity of the path since the path bears explicit static identification of both end nodes in the holding statelets that traverse the path in both directions. A complete report and/or visualization of the entire path set may be warranted in some applications where an overall view is required of how "tight" capacity currently is on the given O-D pair. The full number and length of paths is information used in the self-regulating decision policies for traffic adaptation that follow.
A stripped-down scavenging-based provisioning process could be used, however, essentially constituting an automated "dial-up" broad-band connectivity service. For the highest "broad-band call handling" throughput, the NOC would indicate in the scavenging setup messages to senders that they are to activate the shortest path immediately. This results in an immediate connection of the first path discovered. Later, when the broad-band "call" is completed, a single release message to the sender collapses the path and returns the links to the transport pool. The static information in the holding statelets is also always on hand if the NOC later wishes to audit or survey the paths currently in service. To inspect the route details of any given path, a broadcast request to DCS nodes can recruit those DCS holding paths on the named O-D pair to forward this information to the NOC. Other nodes remain silent. Thus, a search for a given path is a matter of naming the path (O-D name) to the network, and the network will respond with data on the named path. Thus, the network is not only its own data base but supports access to its contents as an associative memory. This is a major practical benefit because when reality is the data base, it is always correct and current by definition.
Several policies are possible in regard to delimiting the pool of links that the provisioning process is allowed to access in this way. One approach would be to provision out of the same pool of spares that are used for restoration, while monitoring the restoration level of each span (see network audit below) and triggering facility augmentation as and when required. Another approach would be to allow a low-priority class of working paths, created by scavenging out of the reserve network, but to permit the restoration process to consider the links of such paths as available for restoration if needed.
B. Network Audit Applications
Scavenging can also be used to keep a centralized network data base up to date and to provide advance detection of restorability limitations and/or to forecast where capacity is needed in advance of growth exhaustion. In these applications, the principle is to interrogate the network repeatedly by a series of background scavenging events, similar in part to the preplanning process above. Background audit-mode scavenges are low-priority and nontime-critical explorations of the network for audit or survey uses only. The background scavenging events can be commanded by an automated task of the control center on a time-available basis or commanded regularly on a more intensive basis-say, once per day or week-somewhat like the way that modern digital central office switches run system audit processes late at night to reinitialize resources that may have gotten hung up, etc. during the day. In the survivability audit process, the nodes adjacent to every span in the network are periodically selected as scavenging end nodes to determine the level of working capacity restorability that would be obtained if a cut were to occur on that span. This can flag an incipient restorability risk before a failure occurs and indicate where the spares should be added, based on the scavenging result. In practice, the transmission capacity in place may be adequate and the audit process only gives the indications of when and where to populate the low-speed interface cards on fiber terminals and additional DCS port terminations. The same process can generate information about which spans can sustain growth without any impact on the reserve network design. This information can be linked with the network provisioning process to route service growth in a way that maximally defers an update to the network spare-capacity plan. For more on this concept, see [53] . If desired, the statistics of restoration path lengths required to effect a target level of restoration can also be abstracted from the survivability audit process to monitor the signal echo-delay implications of restoration in the current network state [24] .
C. Semicentralized Recovery from Node Loss
Node-loss disasters such as the Hinsdale central office fire [39] are far less frequent than cable cuts but much more serious. Unlike a span cut, one cannot fully recover from a node loss in real time by any form of rerouting, regardless of sparing levels, because only physical repair can restore the source/sink traffic lost at the failed node. Also, unlike a span cut, the spare capacity investment required for 100% restorability of transiting demands for all node-loss scenarios would be economically prohibitive to most operators. A DCS node failure typically will be the network equivalent of three to five simultaneous span failures. Thus, a node loss can be expected to cause a significant general starvation of capacity for recovery in networks that are efficiently designed for 100% restoration from single span cuts.
In this regard, it is fairly often observed that a pathrestoration protocol inherently provides a reaction to node loss. This, however, is true in a limited way only. The issue is that because one is not looking at a 100% recovery scenario, some reasonable apportionment of the recovery levels is required amongst the demand pairs affected. Thus, the issue is that of ad hoc versus optimizing path restoration. The types of path restoration so far proposed are equivalent to firing off one scavenging instance concurrently for each affected O-D pair. Any process like this will functionally effect some sort of reaction to the fault (i.e., an ad hoc path set), but there are no considerations to approximate optimality of the recovery pattern, in the following sense.
Strictly, node recovery requires a solution to the capacitated integer multicommodity flow problem, with added constraints on the ratio of recovery levels to the prefailure demand levels, plus a constraint of at least one unit of recovered capacity per O-D pair (to avoid total disconnections) [25] , [40] . The problem in ad hoc application of a path DRA for node recovery is that the total recovery fraction may actually be maximal but in a pattern where some O-D pairs remain disconnected while some O-D pairs get 100% restoration. Such a recovery pattern can actually maximize the bulk recovery volume but is clearly not the appropriate response for the circumstances. One could alleviate this problem to an extent by assigning a restoration priority level to every path in a network specifically for reference in the case of a node loss. This would reduce the total contention involved if the DRA attempts node recovery only for the priority subset of signals. On the other hand, the same apportionment and disconnection-avoiding problem is simply reinstantiated within the priority pool. In addition, the assignment and management of path priorities network wide is the kind of centralized software-intensive approach that we are seeking to avoid in our self-organizing style of solutions to these problems.
At the same time, it is not clear that the basic real-time restoration process in a network should be optimized for anything but speed and efficiency against the failure of single spans and within a reserve network that is minimally designed for 100% recovery from single span cuts. This is by far the most frequent problem against which network services need protection by a real-time response. One might therefore question if an equally fast mechanism is needed for node recovery if a semiautomated or semicentralized approach could achieve significantly better overall effectiveness of the node-recovery patterns. In this context, scavenging can be part of a semicentralized node-recovery application where judgments needed to apportion partial recovery levels can benefit from a human in the loop with a visualization tool or a centralized software application that has scavenging as its assistant out in the network.
An experimental application to support this form of recovery from node loss is reported in [41] . Through visualization of the feasible path sets returned by scavenging reports, a human operator can see the conflicts among routes and capacities and arrange and prioritize them to bring up recovery levels in a globally efficient manner. Ad hoc concurrent execution of scavenging for each O-D pair lost can be used to start the process. Concurrent scavenging is one form of a path-restoration protocol that performs reasonably well in its own right, albeit with a slowdown from the increased statelet event processing at most nodes. Scavenging thus gets a rapidly deployed path set in place that may be used as a starting point. The initial scavenging recovery pattern, however, is uncoordinated in the sense that it may recover some O-D pairs fully while others are still disconnected. The human in the loop (or an expert system capturing the relevant adjustment algorithm) then takes over command of the network scavenging capability. By issuing a series of highlevel scavenge and implement commands, a centralized process can build up and improve the composite recovery pattern. In mock trials with the node-recovery prototype in [41] , near optimal overall recovery plans could be developed in several minutes in complex situations. One high-level strategy was initially to select O-D pairs close to the failed node and command unit-capacity scavenges for these relations. Working progressively outwards, O-D pairs more distant on each side from the fault node would be scavenged. The outward progression makes efficient use of the limited capacity close to the fault for the nearby nodes while deflecting the more distant pairs to flow more widely around the whole problem area. After all affected O-D pairs are at least reconnected by one demand unit, subsequent passes of scavenging allocations try to bring recovery levels progressively up toward a nearly proportional recovery pattern, given the available reserves. An inherently optimizing path-restoration protocol may, however, make this approach unnecessary. The purpose here is only to show one near-term option for node recovery based on SHN scavenging. Scavenging keeps the lowlevel details down in the network itself so that an operator or control procedure can concentrate on the higher level abstraction of the failure scenario.
VII. SELF-ORGANIZING TRAFFIC ADAPTATION
Today, high-performance nonhierarchical routing schemes are in use in the trunking network. These schemes significantly increase call-completion rates by adaptive routing around congestion [45] . They operate, however, in an essentially fixed logical transport environment. Here we describe an extension of these schemes into a system where the logical configuration of the transport network self-organizes itself in response to the time-varying pattern of demands seen within the trunking network.
Two approaches toward self-organizing traffic adaptation are described. Both are based on using scavenging as a utility for automatically adapting the logical size of callbearing trunk groups or ATM virtual paths (VP's) upon request from a call-switching layer or a broad-band service management layer of the network. Functionally, the concept is an extension of the way scavenging is envisioned for provisioning support in Section VI. One difference is that the process will be given full autonomy for commissioning and decommissioning new logical paths in response to traffic fluctuations. This section is an overview of work already reported in more detail in [42] - [44] . The basic framework of STE using scavenging is also claimed in the patent on the SHN [23] .
A. Layered Framework for STE Scavenging
STE is a second level of self-organizing process that makes use of scavenging as a lower level service of the network itself. STE operates continuously without direct central control, making entirely local decisions to seize or release transport capacity. Each of these actions constitutes a reconfiguration within the transport network. Scavenging looks to the STE layer like a callable lower level service that reports on capacity feasibility and "cost" of routing augmentation to required destinations as input to the STE decision policies. As in the semicentralized applications above, scavenging also serves the STE layer by implementing the capacity seizures (and releases) that it commands.
STE has no centralized control except for a single parameter that may be used for long-term adaptive performance tuning. STE involves a client-server-like interaction between the DCS nodes, which act like transport network gateways, and the voice circuit switches or any other device that acts like a time-varying source of transport demand. We discuss the first scheme in terms of adapting the logical trunk-group sizes between circuit switches to time-varying demand patterns subject to a finite pool of transport capacity on a given network topology. The language of trunk-group sizes, blocking levels, and call switches can be easily generalized to any framework of demand units, locally measured load estimates, and a corresponding source/sink device. For instance, the bandwidth allocation to ATM VP's with load sourced by the associated ATM virtual circuit (VC) switch is an analogous framework. Another example is a service for providing on-demand switched broad-band private networking.
Given the section on scavenging above, it is clear how we can use scavenging automatically to find one or more additional paths to augment an overloaded trunk group (or VP) when the associated circuit switch indicates excessive blocking levels to a given destination. This is essentially the idea of STE. But to achieve globally efficient self-regulating capacity management on an indefinitely long operating time frame, we require appropriate decision policies in the DCS nodes to achieve good global configuration control over long time periods. The DCS nodes will act as the "servers" of transport to their call-switching "clients." As a system, the DCS nodes must somehow manage the finite installed transmission capacity in a way that globally matches the logical configuration to the current demand pattern. This implies that the isolated local decisions of each node must in some way be reflective of the global transport topology and the demands currently seen by other nodes, even though each node acts in apparent isolation with locally available information only.
A basic distinction in this approach relative to modern call-routing methods [45] is that we are managing the logical size of the trunk groups as seen by the call-handling switches within a fixed routing plan. This is essentially the converse of today's dynamic nonhierarchical routing schemes, which perform intelligent routing through a set of fixed-size trunk groups. But the two are not mutually exclusive. STE effectively refers the routing problem into the transport network, permitting a service-level view of a full logical mesh of direct routes in which the size of each trunk group varies in response to demand, including going to zero (or a minimum of one unit) if appropriate. In comparison, advanced call-routing schemes use "smart routing" through a network of fixed-size trunk groups. The intelligence for these methods is put into the call switches, which are already under stress from the "software mountain" viewpoint. A motivation for STE is to hide the Fig. 12 . Relationship between call blocking and augmentation/release requests for an unforecasted traffic peak (adapted from [44] ). complexity of the physical routing problem, relieving the switches of any further complexity, by moving this process into the transport configuration domain and managing it with self-organizing control. In this mode of network operation, call switches will see a single direct route to all peer switches and will simply tell the host DCS when the capacity on that route is bigger or smaller than needed.
Both of the STE schemes we have studied function as follows. The differences are in their individual decision policies. If call blocking (in general, demand) to a given destination, measured by the call switch, passes a threshold, it triggers an "augmentation" request to the associated DCS. That DCS will make a scavenging call on the network to the relevant destination. The originating DCS will act as a sender, with the corresponding chooser role being adopted by the far end node when it first sees a scavenging-mode statelet arrive bearing its name in the chooser field. The chooser need not be explicitly set up beforehand, since its role is only to reverse link the first instance of a statelet's arriving on each index originated by the sender and hold those statelets as long as the corresponding forward statelet is present. The return from scavenging is the number and lengths of all (or the requested number of) transport paths that it is feasible to create in the current network state. These path options are also marked and temporarily reserved until the sender decides on their disposition, based on its local decision policy that autonomously regulates each STE-serving node.
The general relationship between call blocking (more generally, whatever measure of service quality pertains to the type of demands being served) and augmentation is shown in Fig. 12 for a hypothetical situation. The threshold at which a seize request is generated is . A hysteresis factor, , is applied to set the release threshold. Fig. 12 portrays a supposed excursion in demand (hence, call blocking) to destination . Under static trunking conditions, the curve ( ) would result. The curve ( ) is the call blocking to destination , as seen by the circuit switch when granted two successive augmentation requests to deal with the unforeseen demand excursion, followed later by two successive release notices. The seize and release requests that the transport network will see are created only by significant changes in the intensity of demand at the call-handling layer.
The frequency of STE-type scavenging events initiated by a DCS node is therefore dependent on the volatility in the mean traffic intensity, not its absolute amount. The measurement interval for generating STE seize-release requests by the dependent circuit switches should not therefore be so short as to react to purely statistical fluctuations while at statistical equilibrium. On the other hand, it should be short enough to react in a timely way to true shifts in the average traffic intensities. As in dynamic routing schemes, this means that an interval of 10-15 min could be used by the call switches to measure traffic intensity. As suggested by Fig. 12 , however, this does not imply that a switch-DCS transaction occurs every 10-15 min. The switches initiate an augmentation or release request only when measured traffic to a given destination moves above or below the thresholds illustrated in Fig. 12 .
Capacity release notices are always accepted by the transport network, but a procedure must be followed to ensure that the released module or unit of transport is empty of calls when released. This is a fairly implementationspecific issue. It may be accommodated in an ATM environment by reassigning VP-VC addresses to clear out, say, a nearly empty STS-3c. With circuit switches, it could be effected by not placing any new calls over the trunks that are mapped to the transport unit that is marked for release. When all relevant calls are complete, the DCS is signaled to effect the release of the corresponding transport unit in the network. This only requires the DCS to release the path-holding statelet, returning all links along the path to the reserve. An alternative to waiting for the last of the calls in progress to end would be to wait a certain time while allowing no new admissions and then actively roll the remaining connections onto new circuits, "grooming" the last contents of the module to be released into those modules that are continuing to be held to the same destination. These considerations suggest that in general, however, the time constant in releasing capacity might be considerably longer on average than that for obtaining new capacity for increased demands. We will now focus on the locally implemented rules for denial or granting of augmentation requests, as they determine the global performance of the whole system.
B. Connectability Local Decision Policy
The key to whether the preceding STE framework functions continuously and efficiently is in the node-local rules by which switch augmentation requests are granted. If the policy is too aggressive in terms of granting client bandwidth requests at all costs, the system as a whole could sink into a globally inefficient tangle of long route implementations. On the other hand, the DCS policy could be too stingy to its clients, retaining good routings collectively for the paths that are in service but making poor overall use of the total physical transport investment. An appropriate measure of self-organizing effectiveness for STE is therefore needed. Our approach is to measure the total number of useful logical transport paths in service within a given physical transport infrastructure and compare this to a globally optimized result obtained by conventional centralized computation. A useful path is defined as one unit of transport between O-D pairs for which there is demand present. The most recent paths requested by a client may not be fully loaded, but from the performance viewpoint of STE, any path requested by its client user of bandwidth is considered "useful" in the sense of this performance criterion.
One decision policy that we studied extensively is named connectability [42] - [44] . The connectability criterion is calculated from the data returned from a scavenging call. It is defined as (10) where is the number of feasible paths found by scavenging in respect of the given augmentation request, is the vector of corresponding path lengths, and is a working estimate of the availability of free links in the pool of capacity available for STE-mode operation. may be used as a global behavior-regulating parameter either tied into an actual measurement loop of average network link utilization or simply set by centralized control as an "aggressiveness knob" on the system behavior.
has the mathematical form of an upper bound on the two-terminal reliability [46] between the nodes of the scavenging event in the current network state. This will be relevant when we return to consider the emergent behavior that produces. When is above a threshold value, the DCS will grant the augmentation request. It does so by asserting the activate field in the statelet it originates for the shortest of the temporarily reserved paths. This puts the path into service, cross connecting it at all DCS's along the route of the reverse-linked statelet pair selected. This inherently removes the links used from the STE pool and returns links of the unused feasible paths to the pool. Note that the connectability decision policy considers all feasible paths in the decision to grant just the one shortest path. The idea, which relates to the theory of two-terminal network reliability [46] , is to consider the overall ease of reaching the given corner of the network, even though, if granted, it will be only the shortest feasible path that is seized.
Connectability is intended to favor the augmentation request when there is a high diversity of feasible paths (high ) or, if fewer paths are feasible, when the shortest path length is low ( ). The nonlinear behavior in tends to deny the request when the scavenging returns suggest impending starvation of possible paths to the destination or when the length of the shortest feasible path reflects a tortuous routing. Its particular mathematical form is more restrictive in response to the length of the shortest path than to the apparent number of paths remaining feasible. For example, with , two different scavenging calls might return , for which ; and , for which . There is only a one-hop difference in the path sets but the longer minimum-length path has the lower locally perceived merit for granting the augmentation request.
The threshold value of and the parameter play a role in global regulation or tuning of the aggressiveness of STE. A higher threshold makes the system more conservative about seizing capacity. Decreasing has the same effect for a given threshold value since it gives a more pessimistic view about the probability that links are available for continued ability to reach the given destination. can be determined periodically by a centralized network surveillance system and republished globally for use by nodes in their STE decision policy. Or, as we have done, it may simply be assigned a plausible fixed working value, in which case we regulate the behavior of STE through the threshold only. More background and theory for the development of connectability as an STE decision policy is found in [42] . Our focus moves now to its performance.
C. Connectability-Based STE Results
The relevant performance benchmark for a transport network managed by STE is to compare it to a multiperiod multicommodity flow optimization using global knowledge of the time-varying demand patterns. In the simulation studies of STE in [42] - [44] , some other simple decision policies were also tested, for comparative purposes. One is called free-for-all: if a path exists when requested, it is seized. This is an essentially greedy, all-out competition for resources, against which it is relevant to compare -regulated self-organizing behavior. A second simple strategy is called nominal 1. This is like free-for-all except that only paths that are less than or equal to one hop above the shortest route between the two nodes will be implemented.
These strategies were simulated in several different traffic-dynamic environments in which a Poisson process with a time-varying mean intensity generates the underlying time-and spatially varying demand patterns. These are thresholded with hysteresis by the simulated call switches to generate seize and release requests at each DCS gateway node. One simulation case has a constant total average demand over all O-D pairs but is modulated with spatially varying random overloads and underloads relative to the average nominal demand matrix. In another scenario, we modulated the point-to-point demand patterns according to a time-and-space-dependent simulation of a traveling-busy hour. The third class of test was with a simulated focused overload. These time-varying point-topoint demand scenarios were used for testing STE versus the theoretically ideal multiperiod multicommodity flow solutions and against a fixed trunking plan dimensioned by usual methods for the nominal average busy-hour demand matrix. The random overload scenario is intended simply to reflect limits in the ability to forecast demand growth accurately. The east-west travelling busy-hour scenario reflects a well-recognized daily phenomenon in continental scale networks. The focused overload scenario reflects the national-scale calling patterns that have arisen from natural disasters or, in metro networks, from certain radio call-in shows and ticket-sales events. The relevance to STE, of the first and last scenarios especially, is that these are completely unpredictable demand patterns for which the network may be massively misengineered. Anything that STE can do to adapt the available transport resource to the actual demand pattern only benefits network congestion performance and call-completion rates.
A possible source of confusion is that the natural units for STE workload intensity are also in erlangs, i.e., total rate of augmentation requests for transport paths times their holding times, per unit time of observation. This should not be confused, however, with the underlying erlang traffic loads seen by the call switches on a callby-call basis. The augmentation traffic holds transport capacity modules, whereas the usual call traffic holds individual trunks. To keep the distinction clear, we refer to erlangs of augmentation load for the transaction stream of seize-release requests between the switch and the DCS.
For the results that follow, the pool of transport capacity available for STE-driven configuration was dimensioned so as to provide a fixed trunking design that met B.01 blocking for the nominal demand matrix. To this was added just enough extra spare links to support simultaneously one added path between all O-D pairs. The connectability threshold value for augmentation decisions was set to 0.5.
was also numerically 0.5. The full account of results from this study is found in [43] . Here, we summarize the significant general findings and illustrate only a few selected results. Fig. 13 shows the comparative performance of the STE decision policies in the general random overload scenario. The STE load is on the abscissa in erlangs of augmentation load, and the ordinate shows the corresponding number of useful paths in service. Obviously, any performance curve in this plane has to exhibit a saturation effect because there is ultimately a finite physical set of span capacities present. The bending over of all the curves of Fig. 13 as a group thus shows that the test case was adequate to bring the system to meaningful levels of configuration stress for testing STE. The results show that connectability-based STE performance was within 5% of the centralized computation of a multiperiod multicommodity maximum flow (MCMF) solution for the scenario (not shown separately on Fig. 13 ). The reason that connectability actually did slightly better than MCMF at some points on the curve is that connectability operates dynamically, continuously, with the option to effect changes at every augmentation request or release, whereas the multiperiod MCMF solutions provide an optimal sequence of fixed configuration states that remain static between the times at which the demand patterns were sampled to define the MCMF reference solutions.
In tests of -STE versus free-for-all in a focused overload scenario in which the augmentation demands from all nodes to a specific subregion of four nodes were increased 50% over nominal, the -STE scheme was able to grant 40 out of 190 augmentation requests in the most demanding scenario, whereas free-for-all was able to grant only 27 of the requests. The fixed trunking scheme was even less effective in matching resources to demand. Thus, there is good evidence of beneficial self-coordination's going on indirectly amongst the DCS nodes in managing the transport resource configuration. As might be expected, inspection of the average path lengths in the same results showed that free-for-all used an average of 9.09 links per path, whereas -STE used 8.76 links. This reflects how the local decisions by each node in isolation under -STE were inherently self-organizing for the behavior of the system as a whole.
D. STE Decision Policy Based on an Analogy to an Economic System
Another principle for self-organizing transport configuration is inspired by the relatively efficient and self-regulating allocation of goods in national economies. Large-scale economies are complex systems that exhibit equilibration in the matching of supply to demand and show principles of self-organization through the independent actions of locally acting decision makers. Impressive efficiencies are actually achieved. For example, consider that there is apparently, on average, no more than about a seven-day inventory of food supplies in New York City. From an engineering viewpoint, this is an extremely small operating margin, and yet, as we know, the system operates continually with no sudden mass shortages. Every entrepreneur's short-term stocking and ordering decisions are made selfishly, with only his own profitability in mind. Yet, evidently, the isolated decisions of many small distributors collectively constitute an efficient self-organizing system. The aim in this section is to describe an STE system following the analogy of an economy for the management of virtual paths in an ATM network.
In this system, nodes may acquire new transport capacity to selected destinations when their existing paths are overloaded. DCS nodes must buy capacity in order to use it, and they earn revenue by using such capacity to carry available traffic from their source/sink client device(s). Nodes release unneeded capacity back to the network pool after the traffic peak or overload has passed, when the revenue can no longer justify the cost of the capacity held. The cost of a unit of transport capacity is set by a central controller, somewhat analogous to monetary policy. In this way, we set up a simple (obviously rather idealized) economy with a single commodity; transport capacity. This finite commodity will be competed for by DCS's, whose decisions to commission transport paths are based on whether the anticipated marginal revenue from one additional unit of transport capacity outweighs the cost of the extra transport in the current network state. Here, revenue is a function of the additional traffic served and cost is a function of the length of the path that would have to be commissioned to serve the request. There is no central control of the cross connections that any DCS makes, either in cooperation with other DCS's to configure routings for other demands or for the bandwidth it seizes for its local clients. Rather, the NOC has only a high-level overall influence on the system's behavior by setting the relative price . This is the ratio of earnings for a unit of demand served over a unit time to the cost of a onehop unit of transport capacity for the same time duration. The results will show how the NOC can guide the system to a global near optimum level by adjusting this fundamental "cost of capacity" constant somewhat as governments aspire to tune their economies through monetary policy.
E. Economic STE: System Operation
The same basic framework, involving seize-release interaction between the DCS and its associated source/sinks, also applies here, but the decision policy effected by the DCS is a local "profit-making" model, as follows. The switch will notify the DCS of sufficiently large increases or decreases in demand to each destination. In response to these demand increase/decrease notifications, the DCS will apply a simple "marginal earnings" criterion based on the length of the shortest feasible path, returned from a scavenging call, and the current value of the network constants for the earnings per unit time per additional demand unit carried and for the cost of transport per mile (or per hop) per unit time. Only the ratio is strictly relevant to the decision policy but it facilitates explanation to retain the separate notions of cost and earnings. A vector of destination-specific earnings rates, , can also be used. This indicates the revenue rate for traffic between logical destination pairs regardless of the actual routing required. In a metro context, all destinations may have an equal earnings rate.
The local decision policy for seizing or releasing capacity to destination can then be expressed as (11) where sgn if and otherwise (12) This is an incremental decision to either increase or decrease ( ), which is the number of transport paths currently in service to destination , based on whether earnings can be increased by doing so given the change in demand.
( ) is the current offered traffic estimate from the local client switch and [( ) ] is the last prior estimate.
is the length of the shortest feasible path to destination from a scavenging call. The operator is used to avoid complete disconnection on any O-D pair, regardless of how light demand temporarily may be. is just a threshold amount of change that must be exceeded before triggering any update to the number of paths held.
If this decision policy is initiated with for all O-D pairs, it will first put one unit of transport capacity into service on the shortest path between all sites. Thereafter, it will augment or decrement the capacity allocated to each relation until an "economic" equilibrium is reached between the demand pattern and the supply of logical transport, as feasible given the underlying physical facilities and network topology. With a fixed point-to-point demand matrix and a given transport network topology and span dimensions, this policy will reach and hold a constant state. In the case of a time-varying demand matrix, however, it effects continual reallocations of the physical transport configuration into different logical paths between destination pairs.
A variety of similarly inspired nodal decision policies are obviously possible, each of which could be studied for its particular emergent behavior. One enhancement would be to use the full information from scavenging, as in the connectibility criterion, so that would effectively increase if the node is contemplating use of the last link's currently feasible path on a given demand pair. This would tend to ensure that the last available resources in a heavily loaded network are used only for short, high-demand service routings. Another class of enhancements would be to include the relevant nonlinear carried traffic benefits in the assessment. For instance, in circuit-switched and ATM networks, the efficiency of currently held trunks (or VC's) will generally increase when they become part of a larger single group (or VP). Conversely, if STE is being used to implement on-demand switched private networks, then the revenue increment may not be constant if customers are offered discounts in proportion to their volume use. The point is that an arbitrarily detailed context-specific costbenefit assessment may be plugged in as the local decision policy while retaining the same overall self-organizing framework.
F. Economic STE: Global Regulation
It can be appreciated that the number of paths acquired for a given O-D pair under the policy above depends on the ratio and, more generally, when the earnings rate varies for each relation. We consider for all relations to simplify discussion of the results. Through centralized control of , the aggressiveness of the system can be regulated in terms of the amount of transport resources that DCS nodes are willing to take from the network for a given indication of demand available. Either a too weak or too aggressive policy will be suboptimal in terms of approximating a global configuration that maximizes the total number of useful (i.e., traffic-carrying) trunks (or VP's) in service. We therefore treat as a variable for centralized control of overall operating efficiency. As in the analogy of the central bank's adjusting money supply to seek global efficiencies in the economy, each individual decision maker remains autonomous in his decisions but his behavior is influenced by the relative cost of resources (i.e., money or capacity). In the following results, this idea was also mechanized. The ratio was put under centralized adaptive control by measuring the total number of useful paths in service in the network ( ) at each 15-min simulation step and adjusting based on a quadratic interpolation of the last three measurements of ( ) to seek a continual maximization of ( ).
G. Simulation Results
The following sample results were obtained by simulation of a metropolitan network of 20 nodes and 31 spans, which was first dimensioned to carry a uniform load of six VP's between all pairs of nodes (190 demand pairs) by shortest paths routing. Each relation in the initial nominal demand matrix was then uniformly randomized between .5 and 1.5 times its nominal value in each subsequent simulation interval. These conditions corresponded to an augmentation request/release workload of 4.5 erlangs, as previously defined. The randomly varying demand patterns were updated every 15 min and smoothed by a two-point moving average filter so as not unrealistically to decorrelate the demand levels completely in each epoch. Experiments were then carried out to study the statistical equilibrium behavior of the system with and without dynamic adaptation of the ratio to regulate the global self-organizing efficiency. The intent of simulation is to see how well the self-organizing management of the same physically available transport configuration can keep the actual pattern of resource allocation matched to the off-nominal variations in demand pattern. ( ) is the relevant measure of this. As a benchmark, the total number of useful paths in service for the perfectly dimensioned static network is 1140. ( ) for the fixed network design can only degrade with any change in the demand pattern away from the nominal demand matrix because the excesses cannot be carried and the underloads cannot use all the existing paths. Fig. 14 shows a sample of the simulation results in terms of the trajectory taken dynamically by the ( ) operating point of the whole network at 15-min intervals at erlangs (six demands average per pair, 50% randomization, 15-min updates). The abscissa in each plot is the ratio. The ordinate is ( ), the network total number of useful paths in service. The dotted line is the set of average global operating points when the regulatory constant is set and held without adaptation at the corresponding value on the abscissa. The equilibrium curves show that there is in general an optimum regulatory ratio that leads to a maximum of useful paths in service. The solid lines are the dynamic trajectories of the global operating point as the system simulation runs while the feedback adjustment of is effected based on threepoint quadratic interpolation of the values to try to continually maximize ( ). The two sample results shown test the system with two significantly different initial conditions. To assess the performance shown, one needs to compare the dynamic trajectory to ( ) of the fixed capacity design. To permit this comparison, the average value for ( ) of the fixed design under the dynamic traffic patterns was ( ) paths at erlangs. The dynamic trajectories show several significant aspects.
1) The operating point evolves and dwells in an equilibrium range of roughly 950-1100 paths in service, with a time average near 1100, without great dependence of the initial conditions. 2) Long-term sustained adaptive operation is exhibited without the system's evolving into a degenerative routing snarl (as would be seen by the systemic dropoff of paths in service versus simulation time).
3) The dynamic time-varying behavior can sustain the system in a globally more efficient state than the fixed network design for the long periods of simulation time.
Comparing the number of useful paths on average of the fixed network to the self-organizing network, the latter performed about 28% better overall in terms of ability to match resources to available demands. At higher volatility of the demand pattern, this only increases. In interpreting these results, there is one sense in which it is remarkable that this simple scheme works so well. This is because the motivating analogy to an economy is not really exact. The point is that what we are dealing with is fundamentally still a network problem in the mathematical sense that only certain combinations of bandwidth allocation to O-D's are simultaneously feasible. Unlike a true economy for a commodity, where any pattern of allocation is feasible, if not optimal, there is only a limited set of overall configurations that are even feasible on the capacitated network graph on which STE operates. Thus, if the space of all possible allocations of a real economic commodity amongst ( ) consumers was mapped onto a plane, the feasible allocations of transport amongst ( ) demand pairs constrained by a specific capacitated network graph would be some scattering of subregions on this plane. In other words, the valid states for the STE system as a whole are strongly constrained and nonlinearly related by the capacitated network graph acting as a template for what simultaneous allocations are feasible. The full complexity for a centralized dynamic solution of this configuration problem is therefore very high. But the combination of scavenging, to probe the actual network state, and a costbenefit local decision policy yields experimental results that are evidently good self-organizing approximations to this problem.
VIII. CONCLUDING DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have followed a progression upwards from description of a low-level self-organizing mechanism for fast restoration to a higher level description of ways in which the logical configuration of a transport network can be managed in an ongoing self-organizing way. Our concluding discussion will be similarly structured.
A. Self-Organization as a Deliberate Design Approach
We saw first some of the requirements of the network restoration problem and how it has been approached in a self-organizing way with the SHN. A key part of this is the interpretation of statelets as a link-based medium of parallel concurrent state information within which the self-organization of path sets is the side effect of simple local rules at every node. In retrospect, we might ask, does this really constitute a self-organizing system? If so, it is perhaps one of the first deliberate uses of self-organization to address an operational engineering problem. Consider how Rocha describes self-organization:
Self-organizing behavior is the spontaneous formation of well organized structures, patterns or behaviors, from random initial conditions. . . . They possess a large number of elements or variables and thus very large state spaces. However, when started with some initial conditions they tend to converge to small areas of this space. [48] In the SHN, the random initial condition is the essentially arbitrary network state (working and spare) at the instant of the failure. The large number of elements is the pool of spare links in the reserve network. The state space is all of the possible interconnected configurations of the spare links in the reserve network (and that is indeed astronomically large). The small area of the state space to which the system converges is the few efficient restoration path sets that are possible. These path sets may vary in detailed construction but will always have the same number of paths for a given cut and a given reserve network. This last aspect, convergence to a specific area of the solution space as "fated" by the initial conditions, is what we were referring to when explaining that missed or errored statelets had either no effect on the resultant pattern or changed only its detailed construction while remaining equivalent in number of paths. In addition, the low-level rules manifest nothing explicit about the problem at hand. The rules are extremely simple and totally local but result in useful and nontrivial emergent behavior. Such behavior is not obtainable in real time by other means without important dependency on data base integrity. The self-organizing approach did make the development and testing of the SHN more difficult than either a centralized program or a conventional distributed messaging protocol for this problem. But the payoff is the simplicity, autonomy, robustness, and speed of the result for network restoration applications.
This experience may therefore provide an option for others to consider in addressing new distributed control problems: the basic idea is to ask if a game can be invented that has a side-effect that is the desired large-scale behavior. If such a game can be designed, then it may be the basis of a solution that avoids the "software mountain," because the rules must be expressed totally in terms of local information. One is, by this discipline, forced toward a solution that makes no assumption of global internodal communication or recourse to any global state information. This was the central idea of the SHN protocol. In support of suggesting this general approach to others, we can observe that many real games have just such a self-organizing, usually unintended, side effect on the medium of the game. In "Scrabble," the aim of each player is to build words at each step. But the emergent side effect is the creation of a crossword puzzle. Similarly, card games have the side effect of fully or partially ordering the deck. (This is why shuffling is required.) To generalize and exploit this for engineering design, one takes the view that such games have an apparent purpose and a metapurpose. Players pursue the apparent purpose within a local context (e.g., the game "Go Fish") but the designer of the game actually intends to achieve the metapurpose (e.g., organizing the deck). In the SHN, a condition of matched statelets authorizes a node (a player)-in total isolation from the actions at any other node-to make a cross connection. The by-product of the nodal pursuit of the rules for this game is the self-organizing side effect of forming complete coherent restoration path sets at the network level.
These type of simple games are played within a medium of some type, and the rules are expressed in terms of operations on that medium, e.g., cards, tokens, letters, etc. This is precisely the analogy in self-healing: nodes sit in an environment of statelets, apparently dealt to them at random, and follow rules that have an apparent low-level aim but also a metapurpose. The apparent aim is collecting, forwarding, and associating statelets in a process that may or may not lead to matched pairs of statelets in a port. The metapurpose is the spontaneous large-scale side effect of forming complete restoration path sets.
This clearly is a different paradigm for the design of distributed network algorithms, both in the use of statelets instead of interprocessor messaging and in the notion of game design for a self-organizing side effect. These are not gratuitous changes in approach for its own sake, however. They were driven initially by the demanding requirements of network restoration in terms of speed, efficiency, and accuracy. Accuracy is meant in the sense of never acting with out-of-date information on network configuration; acting on even slightly out-of-date information from a data base could cause a compounding network disaster. Statelets in this regard give important practical advantages for realtime performance. Statelets are semistatic information fields repeatedly impressed on the bearing signal by hardware in the outgoing port interface. As a result, the entire network state information needed for restoration is effectively stored on the links of the network itself. Nodes sit within the data base, viewing the part of it that is adjacent to them. Changes in statelets are detected in hardware in the port cards of the DCS nodes, allowing parallel evolution of the collective state of all network links to proceed with little more than the statelet repetition and propagation delays. No interprocessor communication stacks are involved. A change in a statelet is trapped in hardware and raises a flag for service. To the host DCS OS, the SHN task looks simply like a specialized interrupt handler for handling statelet change events.
B. Extension of the SHN to Path Restoration
Path restoration is a natural goal for technical evolution of the SHN protocol. If the same autonomy and subsecond speed characteristics can be retained, then a path-level self-organizing restoration protocol will permit transport networks to be planned with significantly less spare capacity than a span-restorable network [15] . Path restoration of a span cut is closely related to the node recovery problem because each presents an arbitrary set of end-to-end demand pairs to be reprovisioned between origin and destination. The aim for a path-restoration protocol should be to form path sets that are equivalent to the routing solutions that are implicitly used in the integer program (IP) formulation for the minimum spare capacity design of a path-restorable network [15] . If the path-restoration protocol is also intended operationally to handle node recovery, then its optimality is an even more significant issue because of the generally severe shortage of spare capacity for recovery from node loss. In these circumstances, the aim is not simply to throw out an ad hoc set of paths, nor even to maximize the simple percentage of total restored capacity. It is most important to obtain some nonzero apportionment to every demand, ideally prorated to the prefailure levels.
Recently, considerable progress has been made toward a self-organizing path-restoration process with inherently optimizing characteristics in the sense that it realizes 100% restoration for all fault scenarios using negligibly more spare capacity than required by the optimal IP spare capacity design program for the same set of fault scenarios. Called the optimizing path-restoration algorithm (OPRA), the work is just coming out of patent protection and should soon be published [13] . What is relevant here is a brief coverage of some of the main issues and principles involved with self-organizing path restoration, and how OPRA handles them. First, in the context of path restoration, each node may be required simultaneously to act as both a custodial node for its own demand pairs (sender, chooser) and as a tandem node to coordinating restoration paths for other affected demand pairs. Thus, the rules in OPRA integrate a node's own sender-role statelet emissions with the tandem node competition rules that the same node is following.
Second, the essence of the problem in forming path sets for multiple O-D pairs simultaneously is to find the particular path set for each O-D pair, which, together with all the other O-D pairs involved, allows all of their required path sets to be simultaneously feasible. OPRA addresses this fundamental problem of coordination among prospective path choices during path-set formation through a distributed estimation of the number of other potential paths with which each statelet of an expanding index tree would "interfere." This intraindex interference metric supplants the repeat count as the primary ranking measure in the tandem node rebroadcast competition rules. The interference measure on any statelet evolves dynamically as other index families are reverse linked so that in forward flooding, the expansion in each direction of each index tree at a node is always preferential to those indexes that, if created as paths, appear to make the least number of other prospective paths infeasible.
A final principle that we found important in path restoration is the concept of local protection for end nodes. The issue is that the spare links at the custodial nodes for an affected demand pair are often the limiting bottleneck to restoration capacity for that O-D pair because these tend to limit the amount of egress capacity to escape into the wider network body for restoration rerouting. Thus, if part of the restoration flow for some pair ( ) sweeps close to or through another node , which is also acting as the chooser for recovery of its own lost demands to node , for example, then the ( ) paths may use up links that make the required level of ( ) restoration infeasible. And yet, there may have been many different routings available for ( ) that would avoid the use of node as a tandem. Thus, all nodes must help each other by acting as tandems, but choosers have to be especially careful at the same time to somehow protect spare links at their site to support their own restoration requirements. The "interference" measure partially addresses this, tending to steer forming paths through noncustodial nodes where possible. And senders protect their local regions well enough by virtue of their primary flooding action, which raises local interference measures for distant index families that would go through this site as a tandem. But OPRA also explicitly addresses this locality protection principle by using a double-ended (sender and chooser) flooding style of implementation. Because both sender and chooser emit statelets on their adjacent links immediately after the failure, they have a better propensity to be able to retain these links for integration into their own path sets, while still applying unused links and unneeded primary flooding links in the tandem node role for creation of paths for other custodial node pairs.
C. Issues for Self-Organizing Traffic Adaptation
We saw in Section V that the SHN mechanism can be used for an embedded capacity scavenging capability. This can support semicentralized applications in advanced provisioning support, network survivability, and growth margin auditing. It can also enhance network recovery from node loss after first acting in real time as an ad hoc pathrestoration procedure. But scavenging also is a key utility of a network that enables STE. STE involves a second selforganizing application layer, which relies on scavenging for its decision support information and ability to command paths out of the transport network. Connectability-based STE decision policies were tested under a variety of dynamic load scenarios and seen to perform close to theoretical reference models. More recent experiments considered STE decision policies that are based on the idea of operating an economy for transport capacity in which DCS nodes consider the "earnings" from the traffic that can be moved in conjunction with the current "cost" of capacity. These methods exhibit good performance and yet are surprisingly simple in comparison to a centralized control system for the same problem, i.e., the "software mountain" problem.
One technical issue in implementing an STE scheme, however, is to consider what measures, if any, need to be taken to coordinate the times at which different DCS nodes may scavenge the network. Presuming as a worst case that we want each scavenging operation on the network to be nonconcurrent with scavenges from other STE nodes, we may implement a preassigned time slot for every node. This could be based on the precise time available from the network synchronization hierarchy or through explicit time transfer amongst DCS nodes [47] . For example, in a 60-node transport network (for simplicity in illustration), node one might be given the first second in every minute to do any scavenging work it wishes, node two gets the next second in each minute, etc. Another scheme would be to establish a semipermanent token-passing loop out of spare network links. When a node has the token, it does all of its required scavenging work up to, say, a ten-second limit, then passes the token. This way, nodes with no current augmentation requests to consider can pass the token on immediately. Node zero can be designated to regenerate a token if not seen in, say, ten minutes. The perhaps less obvious approach is to do nothing special about coordinating scavenging opportunities, i.e., let them interact. The practical acceptability of this is based on studies of multiple instances of the SHN executing concurrently for multiple logical span cuts. In these situations, the sender will never "see" a reverse-linked path if the resources needed for that path were recruited into the path set of another concurrent SHN instance. If the sender sees a reverse-linking statelet for a path, then the needed links already have been set aside en route and are marked by statelets for that SHN instance.
The point is that multiple scavenging instances may be allowed to compete because the interaction is inherently hazard free and can only degrade the apparent view of how many paths are feasible. One or the other of concurrent scavenging process will succeed in integrating a given link into its path set, and only that instance will discover a corresponding path involving that link. This disposes the STE policy toward slightly greater conservatism as the side effect of one scavenger's possibly not seeing the full scope of potential paths because another scavenging event has temporarily recruited a given link. By hazard free, we mean that there are no circumstances where the sender will "see" a path that is not truly reserved for it. Another consideration is that most of the time (i.e., at any given one-second interval, for instance), there will be none or few scavenging events going on. We desire to adapt to significant changes in the demand pattern, but these evolve over hourly time scales and only infrequently cross the augmentation threshold and trigger a scavenging event. Even in a highly volatile traffic environment, it would therefore remain quite rare for independent asynchronous threshold crossings to concur within a second or two at different switches. Thus, in practice, we would expect virtually all of the predicted STE efficiency to be obtained without any specific measures explicitly to coordinate scavenging opportunities over nodes.
Self-organizing traffic adaptation in the framework where the DCS and switch are in a client-server relationship is a relatively new idea. But the framework seems to offer great simplicity, and early results shown here predict that it can perform well. Many more advanced decision strategies remain to be investigated, however. In addition, if it is possible, proofs of stability for certain policies and/or the existence of a provably optimal STE decision policy would be most welcome. Work also is needed on the technical issues to enable an STE deployment. Foremost among these would be the ability for the client switch device to roll selected connections in progress in a hitless way when needed, to empty out capacity modules that are marked for release back to the transport pool. Also needed would be a standard or agreement on syntax for the simple switch-DCS host interaction for augment and release requests, as well as a convention for indicating the mapping of the varying numbers of in-service time slots of each carrier signal cross connected through to the switch into the logical trunks in use at that switch.
In closing, we do not suggest that all network control problems might be suitable for a self-organizing approach. It has been our thesis, however, that the broad-band SONET/SDH transport network does seem to be an environment that is highly amenable to a self-organizing control paradigm. In the applications discussed, mainly restoration and traffic adaptation, there are significant performance benefits, system simplifications, and cost reductions associated with getting the network largely to manage these functions itself.
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